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Exemplar Global Training Certification Programs

Introduction
This Training Certification Guide has been developed to help you understand how to become certified with
Exemplar Global.
This guide provides the basic information regarding training certification and the process of becoming certified. Each training certification requirements document will provide you with the specific requirements and
the type of documentation you must submit when you apply for certification with Exemplar Global.
Benefits of Training Certification
Holding certification through Exemplar Global for your training organization validates your courses and examinations against internationally recognised industry standards and provides evidence that your course or examination appropriately prepares professionals of industry.
Certification Process
Review this guide as well as the specific Exemplify (TCD91), TCC (TCD62), or TPECS (TCD15) training certification requirements. The training certification program requirements for the program of your interest are accessible via www.exemplarglobal.org/what-we-offer/certify-my-course.
Review the requirements and collect or obtain any documentation or evidence required to be submitted once
you sign a proposal for certification. Contact a staff member from the Sales and Marketing team at Exemplar
Global to discuss the training certification options and to receive a proposal for training certification.
Once the proposal is signed and the application fee is paid, a TCS Examiner will guide you through the certification process.
If you have any remaining questions regarding training certification, please contact the TCS Examiner in your
region’s principal office. Exemplar Global Principal Offices are located in:

Milwaukee, USA

Seoul, South Korea

Sydney, Australia

PO Box 602

Exemplar Global Co., Ltd.

Building BR, Locked Bag 1797

Suite 301 600 N Plankinton Ave

Room 610 Lotte IT Castle 1 #550-1 Penrith BC, NSW 2750

Milwaukee, WI 53201-0602

Gasan-Dong, Geumcheon-Gu,
Seoul, South Korea 153-768

+1-888-722-2440; or +1-414272-3937 Fax +1-414-765-8661 +82-2-855-7017
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Choosing a Training Certification
Exemplar Global offers three types of training certification. The offering you choose depends on what type of
course or examination you wish to offer your stakeholders and customers.

Exemplify Training Course Certification (Exemplify)
Exemplar Global’s first training certification program offers a set of requirements that measure a Training Provider’s processes for the design, development, and delivery of an adult education course against the requirements within ISO 29990’s “Learning services for non-formal education and training-basic requirements for
service provider.”
Training Providers seeking Exemplify certification will find value in having their processes validated against the
ISO 29990 requirements ensuring the courses are developed to meet the needs of specific stakeholder groups
within their industry. Their customers and students will have confidence in selecting Exemplify courses since
the courses are proven to meet high international standards.

Training Course Certification (TCC)
Exemplar Global Training Course Certification (TCC) offers Training Providers within the Management System
and Laboratory Assessment industries opportunities to develop courses against a set of validated learning objectives for auditors and lab assessors in the industry. The TCC requirements provide a set of validated learning objectives against which Training Providers can become certified.
Training Providers seeking TCC will find value in providing an industry approved training course to their customers and stakeholder groups.

Training Provider and Examiner Certification Scheme (TPECS)
Exemplar Global Training Provider and Examiner Certification Scheme (TPECS) offers Training Providers an
opportunity to engage in the personnel certification process for their students by developing and delivering
knowledge examinations against the Exemplar Global Competency Units.
The TPECS requirements provide a set of exam development and delivery requirements that ensure the
knowledge exams developed by the Training Providers meet the requirements of ISO 17024, “ Conformity assessment-General requirements for bodies operating certification of persons”.
Training Providers seeking TPECS will find value in offering their students Certificates of Attainment that can
be used to meet the knowledge requirements for many Exemplar Global personnel certification programs.
To learn more about these Training Certification Offerings and the process of becoming certified, visit
www.exemplarglobal.org/what-we-offer/certify-my-course or register to join a future New Training Provider
Forum.
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Training Certification Process Overview
Regardless of the type of training certification offering selected, the major steps in the certification process
remain the same. The overall training certification process is detailed here. Specific documents and which
stages are required in the lifecycle of each specific training certification are identified in the specific Exemplify
(TCD91), TCC (TCD62), or TPECS (TCD15) requirements document.
Exemplar Global assures confidentiality of all materials provided and any other information or knowledge obtained during the course certification process, with the exception of non-proprietary contact information. Exemplar Global will safeguard against conflict of interest between the Training Provider and the Evaluator.

Process overview—New Training Providers
Step

Stage

Who is involved

1

Review
Training Providers
Certification and Exemplar
Requirements
Global Staff

2

Collect
Required
Documentation

Training Providers In an effort to ensure that the certification
process occurs without delay, Training Providers are encouraged to begin collecting the
required documentation prior to application.
Checklists to aid in this documentation collection are available for download from the
www.exemplarglobal.org website.

3

Receive and
Sign a
Proposal for
Application

Training Provider
and a Sales and
Marketing team
member

Document Title: TCD93 Training Certification Guide

Explanation
Training Providers are encouraged to attend
a New Training Provider Forum, as well as to
contact staff from the Sales and Marketing
team to learn more about the offerings.

A member of the Exemplar Global Sales and
Marketing team will provide a new Training
Provider with a proposal detailing the milestones and related fees for the training certification. Training Providers are required to
sign this proposal and submit their application fee before the certification process can
begin.
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Step

Stage

4

Document Training Provider,
TCS Examiner, and
Review
TCS Evaluator

Once the application fee is received, the TCS Examiner at the
Training Provider’s principal office will receive all documentation from the Training Provider. After all the documentation is
present, an Evaluator will be assigned to the Training Provider’s
certification application process. An Evaluator conducts a document review of the course or exam documentation and content, as well as the Training Provider’s submitted procedures or
written processes. For more information on what documentation is required, see the specific training certification requirements (TCD15, TCD62, or TCD91).

5

Course or
Exam
Surveillance

Once the Document Review is completed and all findings are
resolved, the surveillance activity may be scheduled. For Exemplify and TCC, a Course Surveillance is scheduled to allow a TCS

6

Who is involved

Training Provider,
TCS Examiner, and
TCS Evaluator

Office Au- Training Provider,
dit
TCS Examiner, and
TCS Evaluator
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Explanation

Evaluator to attend the course. For Exemplify, one day of the
course is attended; for TCC, the entire course is attended (for
New Training Providers only). For TPECS, an Exam Surveillance
is scheduled to ensure the exam is administered as stated in the
Training Provider’s administrative requirements.

Oftentimes, the Office Audit is scheduled in tandem with the
surveillance activity in an effort to reduce travel expenses. The
purpose of the office audit is to examine the Training Provider’s
management system to ensure it meets the requirements of the
training certification requirements. Training Providers who hold
multiple types of training certification are only required to have
one office audit per year, which will encompass an audit of the
specific management system requirements for each training
certification held by the Training Provider, see the specific training certification requirements for details (TCD15, TCD62, or
TCD91).
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7

Pay First Training Provider
Annual
Certification
Fee

Upon meeting the requirements reviewed during the Document
Review, Surveillance, and Office Audit, the TCS Evaluator will recommend certification to Exemplar Global, at which time a member
of the Accounts team will issue an invoice to the Training Provider
for their first annual certification fee. Training Providers pay this
fee to receive their training certification status.

8

Certificate
Issued

TCS Examiner

The Exemplar Global TCS Examiner will issue the appropriate training certification certificate to the Training Provider and the Training Provider will be listed on the Exemplar Global Online Search

9

Ongoing Training ProCertifica- vider, TCS Examiner, and
tion
TCS Evaluator

All certified Training Providers must continue to meet all training
certification requirements to maintain certification including Annual
Evaluation and Re-Certification requirements.
For details on the specific Annual Evaluation and Re-Certification
requirements, see the specific requirements for each training certification (TCD15, TCD62, or TCD91). Failure to continue these
maintenance activities will result in suspension or withdrawal of
the training certification status.

Step 1: Review Certification Requirements
Training Providers are encouraged to attend a New Training Provider Forum, as well as contact staff from the
Sales and Marketing team to learn more about the Exemplar Global training certification offerings.
Once a training certification program has been selected, the Training Provider should review the specific requirements of the selected program in depth, as well as the text in this Training Certification Guide.
The requirements documents for each program are available to download:


Exemplify (TCD91);



Training Course Certification (TCC) (TCD62); and



Training Provider and Examiner Certification Scheme (TPECS) (TCD15)

Step 2: Collect Required Documentation
Training Providers may begin preparing their application by assembling and determining the completeness of
the documentation required for training certification.
To aid in the collection of the required documentation for any training certification program, Exemplar Global
provides an Application and Documentation Checklist for new Training Providers.
These Application and Documentation checklists are downloadable from the MyExemplar Document Library.
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Step 3: Receive and Sign a Proposal for Application
Once Training Providers are ready to begin their certification process, they may contact a member of the Sales
and Marketing team at Exemplar Global at sales@exemplarglobal.org
They may also contact the principal office in their region: www.exemplarglobal.org/contactus/
A member of the Exemplar Global Sales and Marketing team will meet with each new Training Provider to discuss their interests and needs for certification, then they will provide a new Training Provider with a proposal
detailing the milestones and related fees for the training certification.
Training Providers are required to sign this proposal and submit their application fee before the certification
process can begin. Once the proposal is signed, an Exemplar Global TCS Examiner will contact the Training
Provider to discuss the next step in the process, the Document Review. Once the application fee is paid, the
Training Provider is added to the Exemplar Global Online Search Register as an ‘Applicant’.
To ensure that the certification process is efficient, the TCS Examiner will identify a TCS Evaluator who is
available to conduct the document review, the surveillance, and office audit activities. While efforts are made
to ensure the same Evaluator conducts these activities, at times a second Evaluator may be identified for the
Surveillance and Office Audit activities.

Selecting a TCS Evaluator
All evaluation activities are coordinated by the Exemplar Global TCS Examiner and are performed against Exemplar Global’s guidelines. The evaluation activities are performed under contract by an Exemplar Global TCS
Evaluator based on the following criteria:


The Evaluator must meet the Exemplar Global criteria for performing the specific evaluation activity;



The Evaluator must agree to abide by the Exemplar Global Code of Conduct;



The Evaluator has signed a binding Confidentiality Agreement; and



There must be no known or perceived conflict of interest between the Evaluator and the Training Provider.

Once an Evaluator has been identified by the TCS Examiner, the Training Provider will be provided with the
Evaluator’s resume/CV. If the Training Provider identifies a known or perceived conflict of interest, the Training Provider may request a different Evaluator to be assigned to their evaluation activities.
Step 4: Document Review
Training Providers are required to submit all required documentation to their TCS Examiner before the certification process can continue. The Training Provider should use the provided Application and Documentation
Checklist for the specific training certification they are seeking to ensure all documentation is collected (see
Step 2).
Upon receipt, the Exemplar Global will invoice the Training Provider for the Document Review Fee. Once the
fee is paid, the TCS Examiner will review the submitted materials to ensure they are complete. If the materials
are complete, the documentation and checklists will be forwarded to the Evaluator to commence the
Document Review.
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The Document Review is a “desk audit” of the Training Provider’s course content (for Exemplify and TCC) or
examinations (for TPECS), as well as the required management system or administrative procedures.
The purpose of the Document Review is to ensure that the Training Provider has met the requirements for the
Training Certification program. This step is extremely beneficial to ensure that the Training Provider has all
required procedures in place and that the materials submitted meet the requirements.
The result of the Document Review is a Document Review report, supplied to Exemplar Global, that details
the extent to which the Training Provider meets the certification requirements. Non-conformances are not
issued as a result of the Document Review but instead the Evaluator may issue “findings,” which are areas
where the Training Provider does not yet meet the certification requirements.
In the report, the Evaluator will conclude any one of the following:


A recommendation to move forward in the certification process;



Findings that need to be addressed before the certification process may continue*



Findings that should be addressed which will be reviewed during the office audit.

The final Document Review report will be supplied to the Training Provider by the TCS Examiner. Findings
must be addressed per the timeline required in the report, or within 2 months of the Training Provider’s receipt of the report if no deadline is provided in the report.
*If findings need to be addressed before the certification process can continue, these must be addressed before the surveillance activities and office audit can be scheduled. Oftentimes, the review of the documentation
submitted in response to these findings must be reviewed by the Evaluator. In these instances, a second Document Review Fee must be paid to cover the costs of this review.
Step 5: Course or Exam Surveillance
Upon successful completion of the Document Review, the TCS Examiner will schedule a surveillance activity
between the Evaluator and the Training Provider at the Training Provider’s Critical Location. During the Surveillance, the Evaluator witnesses either the course being delivered (for Exemplify and TCC) or the exam being
administered (for TPECS). If a course or examination is conducted online or electronically, this surveillance activity will be performed in that same mode.
Details on what is reviewed during the surveillance activities can be found in the specific requirements documents for Exemplify (TCD91), TCC (TCD62), and TPECS (TCD15).
Oftentimes, the Surveillance activities are scheduled in parallel with the Office Audit, in an effort to reduce
Evaluator expenses for Training Providers.
The result of the Surveillance is a Surveillance Report, supplied to Exemplar Global, that details the extent to
which the Training Provider meets the certification requirements for course or exam delivery.
In the report, the Evaluator will provide any one of the following:



A recommendation to move forward in the certification process; or
Non-conformances that must be addressed before the certification process may continue.
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The final Surveillance report will be supplied to the Training Provider by the TCS Examiner and the Training
Provider will be issued the invoice for payment (for details see Training Certification Related Fees). The Surveillance fee and related Evaluator expenses must be paid by the payment deadline and before the certification process can continue.
Non-conformances detailed in the report must be addressed per the timeline required in the report, or within
2 months of the Training Provider’s receipt of the report if no deadline is provided in the report.
When non-conformances (NC) are found, the Training Provider will be provided with a NonConformance Report (NCR) for each NC. The Training Provider must use the NCR to document the root cause and corrective
actions taken in response to the NC. This NCR and related evidence should be supplied to their TCS Examiner
who will review it for completeness and meet with the Evaluator to review the NCR and evidence.
Upon successfully closing all related NCs, the Training Provider will continue in the certification process.
Step 6: Office Audit
The Office Audit is most often scheduled to occur in tandem with the required Surveillance activities. In instances where these two steps occur at the same time, the Evaluator will still issue separate Surveillance and
Office Audit reports. However, the Training Provider will be invoiced both the Surveillance and Office Audit
fees and related Evaluator expenses in the same invoice. Any non-conformances identified during either the
Surveillance or the Office Audit must be addressed before the certification process can continue.
In instances where the Office Audit occurs at a later time than the Surveillance activity, the TCS Examiner will
schedule the Office Audit between the Evaluator and the Training Provider at the Provider’s Critical Location.
During the Office Audit, the Evaluator validates the management system or administrative procedures required for the specific certification program (Exemplify, TCC, or TPECS).
When a Training Provider is seeking or holds multiple types of training certification (e.g., TCC and TPECS), only one office audit is required to meet the evaluation requirements. To ensure all administrative requirements
are audited, the office audit may require more than one day to complete. The Exemplar Global TCS Examiner
will work with the Evaluator and the Training Provider to identify an appropriate audit schedule in these instances.
Details on what is audited during the Office Audit can be found in the specific requirements documents for
Exemplify (TCD91), TCC (TCD62), and TPECS (TCD15).
The result of the Office Audit is an Office Audit report, supplied to Exemplar Global, that details the extent to
which the Training Provider meets the certification requirements for their management system or administration. In the report, the Evaluator will provide any one of the following:



A recommendation that training certification be awarded to the Training Provider; or
Non-conformances that must be addressed before the training certification may be awarded.

The final Office Audit report will be supplied to the Training Provider by the TCS Examiner and the Training
Provider will be issued the Office Audit invoice for payment (for details see Training Certification Related
Fees). Regardless of the result of the Office Audit, payment of the Office Audit fee and related Evaluator expenses must be made by the payment deadline before certification can be awarded.
Non-conformances detailed in the report must be addressed per the timeline required in the report, or within
two months, of the Training Provider’s receipt of the report, if no deadline is provided in the report.
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When non-conformances (NC) are found, the Training Provider will be provided with a Non-conformance
Report (NCR) for each NC. The Training Provider must use the NCR to document the root cause and corrective actions taken in response to the NC. This NCR and related evidence should be supplied to their TCS Examiner who will review it for completeness and meet with the Evaluator to review the NCR and evidence.
Upon successfully closing any related NCs, the Training Provider will be awarded training certification.

Remote Office Audits
Remote office audits are available for Training Providers that meet the following criteria:


Able to submit the required management system and administrative procedure records and documents
prior to the beginning of a remote office audit;



Able to provide the Exemplar Global Evaluator access to electronic files, including access codes, to enable the review of policies, procedures, and records electronically;



Can make an administrative staff person available by phone, email, skype, or other online meeting method, for a pre-arranged, consultation period during the office audit process; and



Willing to keep the office audit open (i.e., extend the evaluation period) should required information not
be available during the original office audit time frame.

Are you a Registered Training Provider (RTO)? (Please note this is only applicable to AUSTRALIAN Training Providers) Training Providers that are seeking certification or currently certified by Exemplar Global and are a
Registered Training Organisation (RTO) in Australia and have had an Office Audit within the last 12-months,
are not required to complete an additional Office Audit as part of the certification process. However Exemplar
Global reserves the right to conduct an Office Audit based on the significance of any “Findings’ identified during the Document Review.
In summary if a Training Provider is a Registered Training Organisation (RTO) in Australia, and has undergone
a ‘Re-registration Audit” performed by the appropriate State or Territory Registering Authority in the last 12months, an Office Audit for their TPECS Certification is not needed in that year. Training Providers seeking
exception from the Office Audit as a result of their RTO status will be required to provide such evidence of
successful completion to Exemplar Global.
Step 7: Pay First Annual Certification Fee
Upon successful completion of the certification activities, training certification is awarded to the Training
Provider.
The TCS Examiner will notify the Training Provider of their newly obtained training certification. Exemplar
Global will also issue the Training Provider the first annual certification fee. Please see the
online fee calculator and the Training Certification Related Fees for details on the specific fees required annually for each training certification program.
The first annual certification fee must be paid before the certificate can be issued to the Training Provider.
Once certification is achieved, the onus of maintaining compliance with the certification requirements rests
solely with the Training Provider.
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Step 8: Certificate Issued
Upon receipt of the first annual certification fee, the TCS Examiner will issue the Training
Provider their training certificate and the Training Provider will be placed on the Exemplar Global Online
Search Register. For current Training Providers expanding the certification scope, the new course or exam
offering will be added to the Online Search Register.
The certificate includes the following information:


Training Provider’s name;



Type of Exemplar Global training certification awarded;

a.
b.

If Exemplify, the name of the course(s) certified as part of the scope of certification;
If TCC, the name of the specific TCC course; or

c.

If TPECS, the Competency Unit(s) included as part of the scope of certification.



Exemplar Global certificate number;



Date certification awarded; and



Date certification expires.

Step 9: Ongoing Certification
For all training certification programs, there are specific requirements that must be met to continue the certification status.
Details on what is required annually and at each re-certification period for each training certification can be
found in the specific requirements documents for Exemplify (TCD91), TCC (TCD62), and TPECS (TCD15).
The steps that are required annually or at each re-certification period follow the same process as those found
in this guide.
All ongoing certification evaluations are expected to occur within the same month as the certification anniversary. In instances when the evaluation activity is delayed more than three months, the Training Provider is required to submit a formal, written variation request. The Training Provider is required to meet all conditions
stated in the approval message in response to the variation request.
When an Office Audit or Surveillance activity occurs later than the anniversary date, all efforts are made to
hold the next evaluation activity as close to the anniversary date as possible in future years. In cases when the
activity occurs later than 3 months after the anniversary date, the next evaluation activity will occur again in 9
months, then be held in the same month as the anniversary date the following year.
Despite any delay in an Office Audit or Surveillance activity, all required Document Reviews must continue on
schedule.
For TCC, if a course surveillance is not conducted within a two year period, the course will be withdrawn from
the Training Provider’s certification scope.
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Definitions and Abbreviations
For the purpose of these certification requirements, the definitions given in ISO 19011:2002
‘Guidelines for quality and/or environmental management systems auditing’ and ISO/IEC 17024:2003
‘General requirements for bodies operating certification of persons’ apply, in addition to those definitions
specific to Exemplar Global. Definitions and abbreviations relevant to this document are shown.
Anniversary Date: The date on which the Training Provider first achieved certification for a particular course.
This date then becomes the reference date for all future activities related to that course.
Annual Cycle: The time between one anniversary date and the next.
Annual Evaluation Activities: Activities performed by Exemplar Global to ensure compliance with the requirements contained in this document and TCC Administrative Requirements (TCD62) which consist of
a Document Review, Office Audit, and Course Surveillance.
Blended Learning: A combination of electronic, knowledge-based training, and face-to- face skills-based training.
Candidate: A person undergoing training or examination.
Classroom Training: Traditional, leader-led training environment whereby a Training Provider offers a training
course designed to meet the required Competency Units to a group of Candidates for a prescribed duration
in a classroom style.
Competency: Demonstrated ability to apply knowledge and skills. (Source: ISO 17024:2003).
Competency Unit: List of defined competencies relevant to a particular field.
Competency Standard: An industry-determined specification of performance which sets out the skills,
knowledge, attitudes (personal attributes), and qualifications required for operating effectively in employment.
Competency-Based Examination: The gathering and judging of evidence in order to determine if a person has
achieved a defined level of competency.
Course Delivery: The presentation of the course to learners.
Electronic Training: Training that is conducted through computer-based methods (e.g., online, CD-ROM, DVD,
etc.).
Evidence (of Competency): The set of data and information which, when matched against the relevant criteria,
provides proof of the Candidate’s competency. Evidence can take many forms and be gathered from a number of sources.
Examination Guide: A document that provides model answers to examination activities used by an Examiner to
determine if a Candidate has demonstrated defined competency.
Examiner (Knowledge): A person employed, engaged, or contracted by Exemplar Global and/or a Training
Provider, approved under contract with Exemplar Global, competent in terms of knowledge, skill, and
qualification, to examine the competencies defined in the Exemplar Global Competency Units
(knowledge).
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Graduate: A person who has been examined as competent in one or more Competency Units.
Individual Tutelage: Learning pathway whereby a Trainer provides individual instruction to a Candidate.
Knowledge: The ability to recall or identify a fact, description, application of a fact, etc.
Learning: The process of acquiring knowledge, attitudes, or skills from study, instruction, or experience.
Learning Objective: A statement describing what a student (learner) will be doing when performing an activity or
task that is taught in the training course. The learning objective, at a minimum, describes the activity or task’s
conditions, actions taken in the activity or task, and criteria for successful completion.
Learning Pathway: A path or sequence of learning or experience that can be followed to attain competency.
Lesson Plan: A plan detailing how learning and examination is applied.
Performance Criteria: The part of a competency that specifies the required level of performance in terms of a
set of outcomes that needs to be achieved in order to be deemed competent.
Pre-Requisites: Requirements for students to possess or complete before attending a related course. There are
two types of pre-requisites:
Assignments (usually written) to be completed by a student. Examples:


A pre-study, provided to the student by the Training Provider;



A series of questions to be answered by the student.

Experience, Skills, and Knowledge a student must possess. Examples include:


Related courses;



Experience.

Provisional Grade Certification: Personnel certification level available to a person who has been examined as
meeting the knowledge-based competencies required for personnel certification, but has not yet demonstrated the additional requirements defined for other grades.
Recognition of Current Competency (RCC): Acknowledgement by Exemplar Global of competency currently held
by a person, acquired through qualifications, and/or work or life experiences.
Recognition of Prior Learning (RPL): Acknowledgement by Exemplar Global of knowledge acquired by a person,
acquired through qualifications, and/or training.
Registered Training Organization (RTO): Providers and assessors of nationally recognized training in Australia
meeting the requirements of the Australian Quality Training Framework (AQTF) standards.
Sector: A sector is a course that has been specifically tailored to a specific market segment (or sector). For example, a QMS course that contains the language and examples specific to the automotive industry.
Self-Paced Learning: Learning pathway whereby a Candidate, at his/her own pace, completes a lesson plan.
Skill: The observable ability of a person to perform a task.
SME: Subject matter expert.
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Target Population: The learners that the course is intended to address.
Task: An activity that has a distinct start and end with a measurable outcome.
TCC: Training Course Certification.
TPECS: Training Provider and Examiner Certification Scheme.
Trainer: A person who is employed or contracted by a Training Provider and is competent,
in terms of knowledge, skills, and qualification to deliver training to achieve the competencies defined in the
Competency Units.
Training: The development of skills, knowledge, attitudes, competencies, etc., through instruction or practice.

Terms and Conditions of Certification
All Training Providers holding an Exemplar Global training certification must agree to the following Terms and
Conditions.
Training Certification Applicant Responsibility
Each applicant must ensure that the information provided to Exemplar Global is accurate, verifiable, and addresses all the requirements for certification for the type of certification being sought. Should it be determined that an applicant has submitted false or counterfeit documentation, the application will be rejected and
the Training Provider’s organization will be barred from future Exemplar Global training certifications.
Complaints Against Certified Individuals
Complaints against the actions or conduct of a certified individual will be reviewed and investigated by Exemplar Global using documented procedures. A valid substantiated complaint may result in withdrawal of certification
Complaints Against Exemplar Global
Complaints against Exemplar Global must be submitted in writing via the MyExemplar Contact Us page. Each
complaint is reviewed, investigated, and resolved in a timely manner through a formal documented process. In
appropriate circumstances, the Exemplar Global Certification Committee will investigate complaints against
Exemplar Global.
Appeals
An appeal against an adverse certification decision or withdrawal of certification must be submitted no later
than 30 days after the notification of the decision and must be submitted in writing via the MyExemplar Contact Us page. The written appeal is reviewed, investigated, and resolved in a timely manner through a formal
documented process.
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The appeal should include appropriate substantiation for the appellant’s position and it shall contain any additional or updated information.
Appeals may be made on the following decisions:
Refusal to grant initial certification;
Refusal to grant continuation of certification;
Refusal to grant an expansion or scope of certification;
Withdrawal or Suspension.
Suspension and Withdrawal
Application and/or ongoing certification of a Training Provider is contingent upon the Training Provider complying with the certification requirements outlined in this document and the training certification program’s
specific requirements document (TCD15, TCD62, or TCD91). Training Providers may have their certification
suspended or withdrawn as a result of, but not limited to, any of the following:








Failure to meet the certification requirements, including the terms of Agreements and the Training Provider Code of Ethics and Professional Conduct;
Failure to notify Exemplar Global of a change in key personnel within the required timeframe;
Failure to provide Exemplar Global with the required documentation and records within the required
timeframe;
Misrepresentation of Exemplar Global or of the requirements of training certification;
Unresolved substantiated complaints regarding the Training Provider or its
Failure to schedule or confirm annual evaluation events; or
Failure to pay any required fees by the due date as specified on the invoice

Suspension or Withdrawal related to failure to comply with requirements
Once on suspension, the Training Provider can be returned to full certification status by making arrangements to conduct the outstanding annual evaluation activity with Exemplar Global or making payment against
the outstanding invoice (depending on the situation).
A Training Provider’s TCC certification will be permitted to remain in suspension status for a maximum period
of three months after which time, certification of that course will be withdrawn.
Once a certification is withdrawn, the Training Provider has a maximum period of 12 months in which reinstatement can be performed without penalty. If the Training Provider wishes to have the course reinstated
after more than 12 months has elapsed since withdrawal, a new application must be made.
In order to be reinstated, the Training Provider must:


Pay the annual certification fees that may have fallen due during the withdrawal period (if applicable);



Complete the Document Review, Course Surveillance, and Office Audit evaluation activities, including
closing out all non-conformances;



Pay any outstanding invoices including the certification fee; and
Sign and return the related Certification Agreement to Exemplar Global.
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Certification Information
Visit www.exemplarglobal.org for additional information on the certification program of your interest, applicants’ rights and responsibilities, the complaints and appeals process, and other training certification related
topics
Code of Ethics and Professional Conduct
The Training Provider acknowledges and agrees that at all times during the term of its certification with Exemplar Global that it will:


Hold paramount the safety, health, and welfare of the public in the performance of their services;



Always act honestly, ethically, and in good faith;



Maintain all confidences and trade secrets unless required by law;



Avoid any or all conflicts of interest between its own interests and Exemplar Global’s interests;



At all times, act in the best interests of Exemplar Global when providing services on behalf of Exemplar
Global;



Not at in any way that would prejudice the reputation of Exemplar Global or the personnel process and
will cooperate fully with an enquiry in the event of any alleged breach of this code.

Electronic or Online Training
These requirements are to be applied in addition to the requirements of the relevant criteria document(s). No
requirements of the criteria documents may be considered as superseded. The following criteria are
mandatory for a Training Provider seeking certification of its electronic training/blended learning program.
Course Format
1.

The Training Provider shall be able to demonstrate that all of the learning objectives of the training intended to be covered in the electronic environment can be effectively measured and successfully met
without classroom interaction.

2.

Courses in which learned skills must be demonstrated to an instructor or evaluator (e.g., martial arts positions, interviewing skills, etc.) shall be conducted in a “blended learning” format using a combination of
electronic and classroom activities.



The electronic portion and the classroom portion of the training shall be provided by the same Training
Provider (i.e., a learner cannot take the electronic portion of one Training Provider’s course and attend
the classroom portion of a different Training Provider’s course).



Verification of successful completion of the electronic portion of the training shall be completed by the
Training Provider prior to the start of the classroom training. This verification shall be completed in sufficient time to ensure the learner does not attend the classroom portion of the training without having
fully completed the electronic portion.
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Any learner who does not successfully complete the electronic training prior to the classroom activities
shall be considered as failing the electronic portion of the training. Such learners shall be required to retake the entire course.



The Training Provider shall determine the maximum number of days allowable between the completion
of the electronic portion of the training and the commencement of the classroom training. The Training
Provider’s registration procedures shall ensure this is accomplished.

4.
Courses in which additional updated information is to be learned (e.g., transition training course) may be
conducted completely in an electronic environment.
5.
The Training Provider shall determine the amount of time the learner is allowed to complete the electronic portion of the training course.
6.
The Training Provider must ensure that the evidence presented for assessment is the learner’s own
work.
Courseware
1.

Each learner shall be provided with instructions for the operation of and navigation through the electronic portion of course (e.g., a guide for the operation of a software program).

2.

The guide and the program’s display shall illustrate good organization, layout, and formatting, including
program revision, security procedures, and appropriate sequencing.

3.

The program shall be developed in a format that is easily accessible for review, is compatible with standard systems, is capable of measurement, and has capability to meet appropriate security requirements.

4.

The program shall include all important points of the learning objective/concept being covered.

5.

Examples of typical documents, reports, and forms shall be included.

6.

If an examination is included in the electronic portion of the course, the program shall include practice
testing capability.

Course Execution
1.

If required reference material (e.g., standards, policies, government regulations) is not supplied as part of
the program, each learner shall be required to bring a copy to the course (hard copy or an official electronic copy).

2.

The Training Provider shall ensure that learner questions can be answered by a qualified instructor (for
course content) or technical support representative (for operation and navigation of the courseware) in
an expedient time frame (e.g., one business day).

3.

A unitized course shall be held to the same requirements as a self-contained and complete course.

Security
1.

The Training Provider shall have adequate controls in place to ensure the integrity of the course content
is not compromised.

2.

The Training Provider shall submit to Exemplar Global a detailed description of the measures used to
ensure verification of learner identification and validity of learner assessment results.
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1.

The Training Provider shall have adequate back-up systems to ensure the availability of the course content as approved by Exemplar Global.

Learning objectives in a unitized course
1.

All learning objectives specified in the criteria shall be met by the aggregate of the course units.

2.

For courses or course units delivered and/or supported by software, the Training Provider shall clearly
indicate how the necessary instructor/learner interaction is supported by the software.

Administration
1.

The Training Provider shall have documented procedures to ensure the effective operation and control
of the electronic course, including, but not limited to:



Storage and eventual disposal of computer files; and



Qualification of courseware administrators/technical support representative.

2. Methods such as statistical techniques used to measure software performance (e.g., frequency and duration of server outages, defects in password assignments, defects in the flow of courseware (dead ends)).
3. The Training Provider shall remain responsible for any activities delegated to its Satellite Sites (e.g., database maintenance, examination proctoring).
4. Records for each course presentation shall include, as appropriate:


Address of the main web site;



Release level of the course software used; and



Revision level of the software guide provided to the learners.

Evaluation Process
1.

Any course incorporating electronic components shall be subject to the same evaluation process as described in these criteria documents.

2.

A course comprised of separate units shall be submitted for evaluation in its entirety.

Online Examinations:
The Training Provider is required to demonstrate control over the examination process by providing evidence
of the following:
1.

Effective measurement of meeting learning objectives.

2.

Re-assessment process ensuring effective measurement of meeting learning objectives.

3.

Adequate security arrangements including:



Controls to ensure the integrity of the examinations;



A detailed description of the measures used to ensure verification of student identification and validity
of student assessment results



Evidence of adequate back-up systems.
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4.

Administrative arrangements:



The criteria for selecting the designers of online examination processes and respective evidence of competence; and



Qualification of administrators/technical support representative(s) related to the
online examination.

Exam Development Reference List
Exam creation and scoring is an intricate topic, one in which it is not possible to provide explicit guidance in
a one page summary. There are, however, a number of helpful resources available from which such information is available. These are listed below for those Training Providers wishing to develop “proper” exams.
General Exam Development:


American Psychological Association, National Council on Measurement in Education, and American Educational Research Association. (1999). Standards for Educational and Psychological Testing. Washington,
DC: AERA.



Anderson, L., Krathwohl, D., Airasian, P.W, et al (Eds.). (2001). A Taxonomy for Learning, Teaching, and
Assessing: A Revision of Bloom's Taxonomy of Educational Objectives, Abridged Edition. New York:
Longman.



Brennan, Robert L. (Editor). (2006). Educational Measurement, Edition 4. Westport, CT: Praeger Publishers.



Guidance on Psychometric Requirements for ANSI Accreditation, Public Guidance PCAC-GI-502. (2009).
Available online.



Lane, S., Haladyna, T., Raymond, M., & Downing, S.M. (2006). Handbook of Test Development. Mahwah,
NJ: Lawrence Erlbaum Associates.

Item Writing and Scoring:


Haladyna, T.M. (2004). Developing and Validating Multiple-Choice Test Items. Mahwah, NJ: Lawrence
Erlbaum Associates.



Haladyna, T.M. (1997). Writing Test Items to Evaluate Higher Order Thinking. Boston, MA: Allyn & Bacon.



Johnson, R.L., Penny, J.A., & Gordon, B. (2008). Assessing Performance: Designing, Scoring, and Validating Performance Tasks. New York: The Guilford Press.

Setting Performance Standards:


Cizek, G.J. & Bunch, M.B. (2006). Standard Setting: A Guide to Establishing and Evaluating Performance
Standards on Tests. Thousand Oaks, CA: Sage Publications, Inc.
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Training Certification Related Fees
Training Providers who seek training certification through Exemplar Global will find the process beneficial for
ensuring their program meets international standards for their courses and exam development. Exemplar
Global’s fee structure is set up by two major regions (AUD and USD) and three zones partly based on the
United Nations Human Development Index.
Table 1 provides the types of fees required for each type of training certification offered by Exemplar Global.
The cost of training certification depends on the type of certification being sought and on the amount of content or the number of courses that are part of the training certification scope.
Fees may be changed and formal fees can be found in the online Fee Calculator for your region and country.
Be sure to contact a team member from Sales and Marketing at sales@exemplarglobal.org to discuss these
fees.
Program fees and expenses related to course certification and maintenance of certification are the responsibility of the Training Provider.
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